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New Haven, CT

To the Participants in the Stanford Political Theory Workshop:

Thanks for the invitation to present before you.  I’ve chosen to circulate parts of a
book manuscript on Toleration and Politics.  The book tries to identify and elaborate the
peculiar form of value associated with recognizing persons not simply as bearers of interests
but, additionally, as constituting points of view.  It then seeks to connect this value, at least in
societies whose politics take the forms associated with the modern state, to a particular,
highly demanding conception of toleration.

The book is incomplete in many important respects.  For example:  the content of the
principle of toleration that it defends has not been fully worked-out; and even where all the
bits and pieces have been written down, the connections among them, and hence the order in
which they should be presented, remains obscure.  The document that you have is also
incomplete in a less important respect:  I have, in the hope of focusing our discussion on the
movement of thought that I am pursuing, redacted the footnotes.

So what I’m giving you leaves much to be desired.  I hope that it is nevertheless
sufficient to stimulate a reasonable discussion.

DSM
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1
Introduction

Modern states wield immense power – not just for better,
but also for worse.  All too often, those who control states use this
power malevolently – to implement ideals of racial, ethnic, or
religious purity, which traffic in hatred and assert the inferiority,
pollution, or even wickedness of the states’ unfortunate victims.  In
the extreme, this malevolence breeds genocides.  In less extreme
cases, malevolence produces mere thuggery.  These and related
forms of intolerance are unhappily familiar, but they are not
morally complex.  Malevolent intolerance abandons the basic idea
of the equal value of all persons.  It is difficult to prevent, but not
difficult to condemn.

But other forms of intolerance are much less clearly wrong.
If it is one thing for a state to impose a malevolent ideal, it is quite
another for it to impose or promote a benign orthodoxy, designed
to serve the interests not just of the already orthodox but also – in
deed often especially – of the heterodox on whom it is imposed.

A state might, for example, require all school children to
learn a religious creation narrative, with the benevolent aim of
promoting faith and humility before the divine, attitudes that it
believes support the grace and salvation of those who possess
them. The foreseen and indeed intended consequence of this
program of education is to undermine – which is to say to weaken
or suppress – secular ideals and forms of life that promote prideful
and conceited, and thus self-destructive, confidence in human
freedom and reason.  Alternatively, a state might require all school
children to learn the theory of evolution and the scientific method
behind it, with the benevolent aim of promoting rational and
critical thinking, capacities that it believes support the flourishing
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and self-respect of those who possess them.  The foreseen and
indeed intended consequence of this program of education is to
undermine – which is to say to weaken or suppress – religious
ideals and forms of life that promote meek and uncritical, and
hence harmful, faith in a god who made man in his image.

Each of these programs is motivated by the benevolence of
those who control the state, who seek to impose their controversial
moral ideals in favor of, rather than against, dissenters.  A principle
of toleration that rejects the programs, or at least establishes a
presumption against them, therefore is morally complex.  Although
rationalists and religionists will each naturally invoke toleration in
support of their objections to allowing the other to draft the state in
the service of its sectarian ideal, they will find toleration less
congenial when it calls for self-restraint.  At the very least, it will
not be obvious to those whose benevolence the programs express
why they ought to accept the restrictions on doing good that
toleration requires.1

The non-obviousness of toleration in this expression only
grows when one considers that a truly tolerant political order
requires the state not just to indulge dissent or deviance but also to
respect it.  Toleration requires, in other words, that the license the
state gives to dissent does not serve at the pleasure of orthodox
opinion, but instead answers directly to the dissenters’ own ideals.
This is what makes toleration one of the pillars of what John Rawls
calls the “liberal principle of legitimacy,”2 namely that the ground
rules for political life, especially when they implicate the state’s
use of force, must be justified to each citizen, from that citizen’s
own point of view.

Of course, as long there exists sectarian disagreement,
solicitousness for one point of view comes at a cost to that
perspective’s competitors.  Making respect rather than mere
indulgence central for toleration therefore casts the difficulty of
toleration into sharp relief, however its metes and bounds are
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eventually set.  The deference in the face of moral disagreement
that respectful toleration involves is in every instance difficult to
accept.  Insofar as it requires addressing heterodox creeds on their
own terms, respectful toleration may be thought to require the
tolerant person to betray her own orthodox moral ideals, and
indeed to betray them in respect of heterodox ideals that she
regards as false.  The respect conception of toleration thus invites a
natural scepticism concerning whether the deference in the face of
moral disagreement that it involves can ever be justified, at all.
The deference that respectful toleration involves and the
difficulties that this deference introduces will arise, moreover,
regardless of toleration’s scope.  It is part of the concept toleration
– that is, an entailment of toleration’s structural role in political
theory – that respectful toleration requires the orthodox to restrain
their pursuit of their own sectarian ideals in deference to heterodox
ideals that they, reasonably, consider false.  From the perspective
of the powerful, whom it constrains, respectful toleration articles
the state to error.

To be sure, the respect for heterodoxy that toleration
requires has its limits.  Justification is a normative concept, after
all, so that an argument may justify force to someone even though
she remains, as it happens, unpersuaded.  This is a familiar and, I
take it, uncontroversial point:  in order for political philosophy
even to get off the ground as a rational and critical enterprise, it
must answer to standards apart from persons’ actual, brute beliefs.3
Even the respect conception of toleration therefore extends its
demand that the state justify itself to all citizens from their own
points of view only to those citizens whose points of view
recognize the problems that toleration answers and acknowledge
the value of the form of respect that toleration aspires to establish.
As it is often said, toleration requires respect only for reasonable
points of view.4

The scope of the reasonable, and hence the range of moral
variety that true toleration requires the state to respect, is a thorny
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and familiar question for theories of toleration.  It is natural to
address this question by making recognizing the value of tolerant
respect constitutive of reasonableness, so that toleration extends
only to those creeds that are themselves open to acknowledging
toleration’s value.  But it will take some work to show that this
answer is not circular (or at least not circular in a vicious way) and
of course also to say, substantively, which sectarian creeds must be
respected and which must not.  I shall have more to say about these
matters in due course.  But any systematic effort to address the
scope of toleration remains premature.  As the observations just
rehearsed make plain, it is necessary first to demonstrate that any
toleration at all is ever justified.  Much of the argument that
follows takes up this challenge.

[A discussion of the difference between political and personal
toleration has been redacted.]

The examples given earlier emphasize that respectful
toleration, at least in principle, requires self-restraint from all
sectarian creeds, including from those that champion individualism
and human self-determination as sectarian values.  They illustrate
that toleration requires ethical self-restraint from self-described
“liberals” as well as from those who subscribe to more
“traditional” or “insular” ethical ideals.  Every sectarian creed
exhibits a tendency towards parochialism, a tendency that must be
circumscribed if respectful toleration is to be achieved.

The trouble, of course, is that this tendency towards
parochialism is deeply ingrained in sectarian ethics – it is the
natural expression of ethical ambition in every form (liberal forms,
as the examples just mentioned suggest, included).  The grounds of
respectful toleration therefore cannot be found in ordinary ethical
ideals but must instead arise out of a distinct class of values.  These
values inhere not in individual persons (or in their individual
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engagements with their own lives) but rather in certain relations
among persons, which characteristically involve engagement
across sectarian moral difference.  Putting moral difference at the
root of respectful toleration sets it apart from sectarian morality in
all its forms.

This book elaborates the distinctive value behind respectful
toleration and displays its practical entailments, not for toleration
in all its forms but for toleration in connection with the proper
management of state power, at least under the conditions in which
states generally operate in the modern world.  The book, in other
words, presents a theory of toleration in politics.
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2
Indulgent Toleration

I have identified, and I shall eventually elaborate and
defend, a conception of toleration that involves respect for rather
than merely indulgence of sectarian difference.  However, many
policies that merely indulge deviance have, historically, proceeded
under the name “toleration.”5  This is especially prominent in
connection with the core case of religious toleration, to which I
shall return again and again.  It is therefore important, before
taking up positive argument for respectful toleration in earnest, to
make room for that conception by beginning negatively, with an
argument that the several familiar indulgence conceptions cannot
accommodate the intuitions that tolerant people possess or can be
brought to acquire.  There will be better motivation for overcoming
the difficulties that face the respect conception of toleration if it
turns out that failing to do so requires abandoning toleration, tout
court.

This requires showing that true toleration cannot be
achieved in terms of the indulgence one person might show moral
deviance, from purely within her own sectarian creed.  It requires
showing that although indulging moral deviance will sometimes be
the best way to promote moral orthodoxy, the moral case for such
indulgence is far more brittle than the intuitive claim that toleration
makes on tolerant people.  It is, of course, impossible to make this
showing exhaustively – there is simply no way to demonstrate that
every sectarian argument for indulging moral deviance runs out
before toleration’s intuitive appeal.  It is always possible that a new
variation on a familiar argument in favor of indulgent toleration, or
even an entirely new argument for indulgence, can accommodate
tolerant intuitions more satisfactorily than whatever arguments
have been found wanting.  But if the most plausible statements of
the canonical arguments for indulgent toleration can be shown to
be inadequate to toleration’s intuitive appeal, then this will go
some way to motivating the structurally different approach to
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toleration that the respect conception involves.  All that is needed
at the start is to make the case for pursuing the respect approach.

The most prominent openly sectarian arguments for
indulging religious heterodoxy in a fashion sometimes called
“tolerant” involve prudence, scepticism (and its several variants),
and autonomy.  Although these arguments have long and intricate
histories, the basic structure of each argument may be simply
stated.  In each case, moreover, a simple statement of the argument
suggests that it suffers a structural defect, which renders it
inadequate to the tolerant people’s intuitive sense of what true
toleration requires.

[Objections to the various theories of indulgent toleration have
been redacted.]

The arguments from prudence, scepticism, and freedom all
illustrate that the best long-run strategy for pursuing many moral
orthodoxies may include granting a measure of indulgence to
dissenters, so that something resembling toleration arises.  No
doubt many other analogous arguments for indulging dissents exist
also.

But indulging dissenters for each of these reasons only
approximates, and inevitably falls short of, true toleration.  The
permissions for moral deviance that such indulgence underwrites
are more brittle than true toleration demands.  This brittleness is
not a matter of the scope of the protections for deviance that
indulgent toleration sustains.  Although it may be that indulgent
toleration casts a narrower net that true toleration, this not
necessarily so, and (as the argument below will explain) the most
important challenge for political philosophy is anyway to
characterize toleration’s core rather than to expand, or even to
identify, its outer limits.  Rather, the brittleness of indulgent
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toleration has to do with its quality, in the cases to which it applies.
Indulgent toleration is contingent, in the sense that the protections
it affords moral deviance may be undone by circumstances and
considerations that toleration’s intuitive appeal nevertheless
withstands.  In particular, the indulgence model makes the value of
toleration a matter for orthodox opinion in exactly the same way in
which every other moral value is.  As Barbara Herman has
observed in discussing a version of what I am calling indulgent
toleration, the person who indulges deviance “maintain[s] a
position of judging outsider, attempting to assess whether the area
of disagreement meets the conditions warranting intervention.”6

Moreover, the indulgently tolerant person makes her judgments
against precisely the same backdrop of values that she employs in
making all her other moral judgments – she recognizes nothing
special or distinctive about the place of toleration in her broader
moral life.  Finally, this entails that indulgent toleration is not a
free-standing ideal for the person who embraces it – not an
independent value to which his practical reason must attend – but
merely a report that the balance of the other, ordinary values that
she pursues favors allowing heterodoxy to persist, at least for the
moment.

Indulgent toleration arises as what Rawls has called a mere
modus vivendi,7 whose appeal rests on the service that toleration
provides its various sectarian proponents, each for her own several
reason, rather than on a respect for moral difference that
proponents of all sectarian creeds can adopt together.  Indulgent
toleration remains, in this way, merely a hypothetical commitment,
held contingent on the service that it provides the tolerant person’s
own moral ideals; indeed, it is not a distinctive ideal at all but only
a technique to be discarded as soon as it is no longer useful.
Indulgent toleration may be a truce in the war among sectarian
views of the good, but it is best described as a part of that war.
Even when indulgent toleration establishes a truce among
competing sectarian view, it is a truce that all sides prosecute
against one another rather than endorse together.  Under indulgent
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toleration, adherents to each sectarian view continue act under the
maxim “who is not for us is against us,” and they retain the
ruthlessness and manipulation that are that maxim’s attendant
attitudes and modes of action. Adapting Clausewitz’s famous
phrase, one might say that indulgent toleration is a mere
continuation of sectarian conflict, by other means.

Indulgent toleration therefore seeks to establish a peace
among conflicting sectarian views without trust or community, and
without the obligations and motivations that trust and community
generate.  In particular, merely indulgent toleration denies politics
the essential idea of a loyal opposition, because it abandons the
idea of a shared political project and thus gives each side nothing
to be loyal to other than its own peculiar sectarian purposes.  This
will tend to make indulgent toleration unstable, although how
unstable is a question for politics and in particular for political
psychology.  Perhaps the peace is unacceptably unstable, in which
case the general acceptance of the idea that toleration that goes
beyond indulgence turns out itself to be necessary for toleration to
remain, over time, a going concern at all.

Moreover, and more importantly, even where it succeeds
on its own terms, indulgent toleration falls short of toleration’s
intuitive appeal.  The indulgently tolerant person takes into account
the moral ideals of others, but only on her own terms, from her
own point of view, and certainly never recognizes the moral ideals
of others as free-standing constraints on her own conduct, to which
she must sometimes defer.  But because sectarian dispute has no
bottom – in the sense that each of the several sectarian moral views
contains principles that cannot be recast in terms of any principles
recognized by the other views – even the most indulgent forms of
toleration cannot possibly approach competing moral views on
terms that these views will find acceptable.  And indulgent
toleration will therefore inevitably remain itself a sectarian
position, whose commitment even to indulge deviance remains
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contingent on the service that such indulgence provides sectarian
ends.

True toleration, by contrast, is an unconditional
commitment, held in light of the respect that moral difference
commands, independent of any service that this respect provides
moral orthodoxy.8  True toleration, by appealing to this non-
sectarian notion of respect, aspires to stand above the fray of
sectarian moral conflict so that it is more than just a superior way
of imposing the tolerant person’s own views. True toleration
aspires to avoid any symmetric relationship with the several
varieties of intolerance so that it is not reduced, again in Rawls’s
words, to “just another sectarian creed.”9  Non-sectarianism is not
just an ambition for toleration, which a principle of toleration may
or may not satisfy, but rather an ambition within toleration, which
a principle must satisfy in order truly to be a principle of toleration
at all.  In this way, true toleration aspires to establish what Herman
has called a “shared deliberative field,”10 that is, an agreement
among competing sectarian views about the regulative principles
that should govern their interactions – about the reasons that
support being tolerant.

Toleration, understood in terms of this ideal of respect for
sectarian difference, has had an influential career in political
philosophy and has exercised considerable influence on the
political imagination even outside philosophy.  But the gap
between tolerant respect and sectarian indulgence – the deference
to dissenting views that toleration demands and indulgence refuses
to accept – makes true toleration difficult to sustain.

The next chapters take up the defense of respectful
toleration.  Although the argument will be philosophical, it will not
employ philosophy in a free-standing way, to construct a defence
of toleration from the ground up.  Instead, philosophy will figure
as the handmaiden of historical developments in politics and
government, to show that the respect (and the deference) that
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toleration involves is necessary in order for political life, in the
wake of these developments, to continue today to serve certain
basic human needs.
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3
The Difficulty of Respectful Toleration

Although it is inadequate to true toleration’s intuitive
appeal, indulgent toleration is easy to understand, and the various
sectarian arguments for indulging heterodox opinion are
straightforward.  Indeed, indulgent toleration’s simplicity is a
direct consequence (almost the mirror image) of its ultimate
inadequacy.  It is precisely because indulgent toleration declines to
stand apart from sectarian morality, as an independent constraint
on sectarian pursuits of the sort true toleration seems to involve,
that the case for indulgent toleration is so straightforward.
Indulgent toleration is, in every way, an ordinary sectarian ideal.

Respectful toleration stands in the reverse position on both
fronts.  Respectful toleration aspires to honor tolerant intuitions by
arising apart from ordinary, sectarian morality as a free-standing
regulative principle, capable of spanning sectarian difference.
Respectful toleration achieves this perspective by refusing to take
sides in sectarian conflict and instead responding to pluralism by
insistently addressing persons’ several sectarian views equally,
each on its own terms.  Respectful toleration achieves this
perspective outside of ordinary sectarian conflict by the tolerant
person, whatever her sectarian views, to display a measure of
deference to dissenters.  But this deference to dissent renders
respectful toleration a highly unusual, and indeed peculiar, ideal,
which is open to the powerful objection that it requires the tolerant
person to betray her own sectarian morality.  Articulating this
objection reveals the difficulty of toleration.

Sectarian morality describes what the good consists in and
whose good matters.  A sectarian ideal elaborates the practical
attitudes and forms of well-being that together make up a
successful life; and, it balances persons’ lives against one another,
adjudicating among persons’ competing claims to secure success
for their own lives.
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The two elements of sectarian morality are of course
related, and any plausible sectarian view will insist that many
elements of a life well-lived – charity, for example, or compassion
– involve concern for others, so that the idea of a good life has
some measure of balancing other persons’ interests against a
person’s own already built into it.  But in spite of this connection,
which makes it possible to do well by doing good, the two
elements of sectarian morality remain distinct.  Thus it is a dubious
proposition that the kind of concern for others that is good for the
person who has it completely fills out the concern for others that
moral balancing demands.  At some point, balancing will require a
person to sacrifice her own good, however broadly conceived, for
the good of others.  At the very least, the balance that sectarian
morality strikes across persons is conceptually distinct from the
substance of each person’s own good, so that concern for others
will involve at least the possibility of self-sacrifice.  Sectarian
morality sets itself up against egoism,11 which is the view that all
that matters is for one's own life to go well, so that one’s concern
for others is limited to that concern which in the end promotes
one's own good.12

Of course, not every sectarian development these ideas will
necessarily qualify as a bona fide moral view.  Most likely, any
plausible moral ideal will cast its conception of the successful life
in terms that reflect, somehow, the natural conditions and
possibilities for human flourishing.  Sectarian ideals that conceive
of success in terms of a retreat from our natural humanity (for
example, ideals that promote extreme self-denial or self-
mutilation) may perhaps properly be excluded from the realm of
morality, or at least be discarded without substantial argument.
Similarly, any plausible moral ideal will cast its principles for
balancing persons’ competing claims for success in terms that
accept that all persons’ lives are equally important and will
therefore develop one or another interpretation of impartiality.
Sectarian ideals that strike the balance among persons’ competing
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claims to success in terms that fundamentally prefer some persons
over others (for example, ideals that assert forms of tribalism) may
also be excluded from morality and rejected without argument.13

Some sectarian views counsel destruction rather than success and
others serve faction rather than universal humanity, so that not
every guide to practical life can properly be called moral.

But regardless of how these matters are resolved, and even
if morality is understood narrowly, to exclude self-destructive and
caste-based views, there will still exist substantial sectarian
variation within the class of moral ideals.  These sectarian
disagreements need not, and indeed generally will not, entail that
one side commits a category error in calling itself moral.  And such
disagreements, concerning both elements of morality’s subject-
matter, do indeed commonly arise among competing ideals that are
unambiguously moral.  Sectarian ideals disagree, for example,
about whether the good life consists in freely developing and
continuously re-evaluating one's ambitions, or instead consists in
embedding oneself in prescriptive cultural associations.14  And
sectarian ideals disagree about whether balancing persons’
competing claims to success requires preferring persons who are
absolutely worse off over those who are absolutely better off, or
instead requires counting equal marginal increments in success
equally, no matter to whose lives they accrue.15

Moreover, these disagreements – about the character of the
good and the proper balance among persons’ competing claims to
the good – are both deep and enduring.  They cannot be papered
over by appeals to broader or more significant areas of agreement,
and they cannot be eliminated outright by arguments that induce
one side to appreciate its errors and revise its views.  Instead,
sectarian disagreement is an inevitable and fundamental feature of
moral life, of the application of human reason to the human
condition.  This is what Rawls famously called “the fact of
pluralism.”16
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Persons who disagree about morality in these ways will
come into conflict with one another, particularly in circumstances
– for example, involving centralized government policy-making –
that demand coordination on a uniform course of action. This
connection between sectarian disagreement and conflict is
unsurprising, and may even be thought obvious.  Morality after all
belongs to practical reason – reason about how to act – and
inconsistent actions (including actions that promote incompatible
ends) will in inevitably collide in the world.  Aesthetic differences
concerning taste may be simply ignored, as in the familiar thought
that de gustibus non est disputandum.  And theoretical differences
may perhaps be set aside, as when persons’ agree to disagree. But
practical differences, including especially moral differences,
cannot naturally be disregarded or deferred in these ways.  A
simple example drives the point home: a couple contemplating a
painting may disregard their aesthetic differences about whether to
like it, and they may defer their theoretical differences about
whether it is authentic, but they cannot disregarded or defer their
practical differences about whether to buy it.

But although the connection between sectarian
disagreement and conflict is unsurprising, it is important to
emphasize, because it is less conspicuous, that morality itself
drives the conflict – that the conflict is an expression of persons’
moral commitments and not in any way a retreat from them.
Sectarian morality opposes the egoist, to be sure, but conflict arises
not just because persons act, self-servingly, to promote their own
interests more extensively or exclusively than morality allows.
Although commonly thought to promote harmony, the impartial
concern for others that sectarian morality involves in fact itself
presents an independent source of conflict.17 As Thomas Nagel has
observed, persons may all be “motivated by an impartial regard for
one another” but be “led into conflict by that very motive if they
disagree about what the good life consists in, hence what they
should want impartially for everyone.”18  And this sectarian
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conflict will only be deepened when persons also disagree about
what impartiality itself requires.

A simple example renders the point vivid.  Secular
humanists and religious fundamentalists may both care deeply
about promoting the good life for everyone on equal terms.  But
they will disagree about the most basic features of the good life
(including even about whether it may be found in this world or in
the next19) and about the most basic structure of equality (including
even about whether equality requires concern for all or only for the
faithful20).  And these disagreements – which are driven by
distinctively moral commitments on each side – will inevitably
generate conflict between them.

A person who seeks to dampen down this sectarian conflict
by respecting moral difference as true toleration requires will
inevitably strain against the insistent demands of her own moral
commitments.  The respect that true toleration insists on, applied in
the context of sectarian difference, requires the tolerant person to
accommodate, and indeed even to defer to, moral ideals that she
herself rejects.  Moreover, the sectarian ideals that such a tolerant
person restrains do not express only a narrowly self-regarding
concern for the person’s private interests but rather express a broad
and impartial concern – a moral concern – for the interests of
others.

The humanists and religionists from the last example
believe, respectively, that secular self-sufficiency and divine grace
are not just in their own interests but instead are in the interests of
all persons; and they promote their respective sectarian ideals out
of an impartial – a moral – concern for others.  Insofar as they
retreat from conflict, they will, as they see it, allow other people's
lives to go less well when they have the capacity to make them go
more well: humanists will allow people to degrade themselves
before false and oppressive gods; and religionists will allow souls
that might be saved to slip away.  And these retreats from striking
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a truly fair balance among persons’ authentic interests will prove
extremely troubling.  Even if persons may perhaps sacrifice their
own interests to any ends they please, under something like a right
of free disposal, they certainly may not be so cavalier with the
interests of others.  The sacrifices of true ideals to false that
toleration will be felt to demand therefore seem unwarranted, and
the avoidable harms to others that toleration allows therefore seem
callous.

Although sectarian morality makes a stand against egoism
and insists upon impartiality in the conflict among persons’
competing interests, it makes no similar stand, and adopts no
analogue to impartiality, in the conflict among persons’ competing
points of view concerning what an impartial concern for persons’
interests requires.  To the contrary, sectarian views each look to
persons’ true interests and to the true demands of impartiality and
give no independent or free-standing weight to persons’ mistaken
beliefs about their interests or about impartiality.  Sectarian
morality, one might say, embraces the point-of-view analogue to
the egoism about interests that morality seeks to combat.  Where
the egoist insists that only her own interests matter, the sectarian,
adopting a position that might be called egocentrism, insists that
only her own peculiar view of morality matters.

Of course, just as the sophisticated egoist will recognize
that some measure of concern for the interests of others will
ultimately advance her own interests, so the sophisticated
egocentrist will recognize that giving some quarter to the moral
beliefs of others will ultimately advance her own moral beliefs.
This recognition is just a general statement of the indulgence idea
of toleration.  But such sectarian indulgence, the argument has
shown, cannot sustain the attitudes towards heterodoxy that
tolerant people intuitively recognize.  The approaches to
heterodoxy associated with the most prominent particular forms of
sectarian indulgence all fall short of true toleration.  And, more
abstractly, the indulgent approach to toleration quite generally
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cannot sustain (because it in fact expressly rejects) the shared
practical perspective – shared across sectarian difference – that
true toleration characteristically involves.

The truly tolerant person therefore proposes, in the face of
moral disagreement, not just to take a far-seeing approach to the
egocentric pursuit of her own moral commitments, but rather to
abandon egocentrism altogether.  She proposes to abandon the
faithful and unflinching prosecution of conflict that her sectarian
morality requires and instead to retreat from her own sectarian
moral ideals and to promote these ideals on balance less effectively
that she can.  Moreover, she retreats from promoting her own
sectarian ideals in deference to competing ideals that she rejects.
Such a retreat will be difficult for the sectarian to swallow.  One
might even say, speaking loosely, that toleration is immoral.21

The seriousness of this objection to toleration should not be
underestimated.  It is backed by the full force of the sectarian
moral commitments whose sacrifice respectful toleration requires.
Indeed, the problem of overcoming egocentrism presents a direct
structural analogue to the notoriously difficult problem of
overcoming egoism – of making a case in favor of genuine self-
sacrifice, and not just self-serving sacrifice, to persons whose own
interests figure prominently and unmysteriously in their practical
lives.  Once that case has been made, and an (impartial) concern
for the interests of others has been sustained, it becomes equally
difficult to take the next step and justify the genuine and respectful,
and not just indulgent, sacrifice of sectarian morality that true
toleration involves.

Moreover, the difficulty of overcoming egocentrism arises
not only at toleration’s outer limits – in connection with views that
are not just heterodox and hence mistaken but also outlandish and
even hateful – but also, characteristically, at toleration’s core.
Every act of respectful toleration for any sectarian deviance, no
matter how minor, seems to betray orthodox sectarian morality.
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The appeal of egocentrism therefore reveals that the great
challenge for a theory of toleration is not (as is commonly
supposed) to defend tolerating broadly, or even to explain the
limits of toleration, but instead to defend a free-standing
commitment to tolerating any moral deviance – to get toleration, in
the sense of respect and not just indulgence for moral difference,
off the ground, at all.
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4
A Way Forward

Sectarian morality, on the account just developed,
embraces egocentrism and so displays a natural distrust of
deference to mistaken points of view.  Whereas indulgent
toleration yields to this distrust (in an unsuccessful attempt to
sustain toleration without deference), respectful toleration
confronts the distrust of deference head-on.  The challenge for a
defense of respectful toleration is therefore nothing less than to
stand up to sectarianism – to identify the forms of respect that
toleration makes possible and to give an account of the value of
these forms of respect that is able to resist the sectarian pressure
towards egocentrism.

This is a daunting challenge, to be sure, but worth pursuing
nevertheless.  Certainly there is no reason to think that a successful
defense of respectful toleration cannot even get started, because
abandoning egocentrism is conceptually incoherent.  Respectful
toleration does not require doing what one has all-things-
considered less reason to do, after all, but only doing what one has
less sectarian reason to do; and the values of sectarian morality do
not exhaust the sphere of value, tout court, or even the sphere of
moral value.  Moreover, the pursuit of respectful toleration is
nourished by the fact that the single-minded pursuit of sectarian
ideals (even when restrained by indulgent toleration) remains
deeply discomfiting, not least because (as earlier arguments
emphasized) it is inadequate to toleration’s immediate intuitive
appeal.

Moreover, the structural analogy between egoism and
egocentrism, even as it emphasizes the difficulty of toleration,
should also itself give the sectarian pause before concluding that
egocentrism is the all-things-considered best attitude towards
moral disagreement.  In spite of its appeal, egoism is, after all,
rejected by almost all reflective people.  There exists broad
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agreement, across sectarian difference, that the concern morality
requires persons to show one another’s interests is not exhausted
by the (egoist) concern that in the end redounds to their own
interests – that morality requires not just self-serving-sacrifice but
rather genuine self-sacrifice.22  And the suggestion naturally arises,
by analogy, that the accommodations persons owe dissenting
sectarian ideals is not exhausted by the (egocentrist)
accommodations that best promote their own moral creeds – so
that they ought at least sometimes not just to indulge moral
difference but to respect it.

Indeed, the structural analogy between these two lines of
reasoning – against egoism and against egocentrism – penetrates
even to their foundations.  The case against egoism and for
altruism rests on the foundational idea that persons assert free-
standing claims on others in their capacities as patients – that is,
bearers of interests.  The case against egocentrism and for true
toleration rests on the foundational idea that persons assert free-
standing claims on others in their capacities as agents – that is,
possessors of intentions and, ultimately, points of view.  A
successful defense of respectful toleration must identify and
elaborate the necessarily trans-sectarian moral value that arises
when a person steps outside her own sectarian judgments and
engages other persons’ points of view, which she recognizes as
establishing free-standing constraints on her own sectarian
pursuits.23  It must characterize the relations that are constituted by
this form of respectful recognition across sectarian difference and
explain the essential contribution that these relations make to
human flourishing quite generally.

[Discussion of prominent liberal arguments for something like
respectful toleration – in particular Rawls’s and Nagel’s – has
been redacted.  These arguments all seek to connect respectful
toleration to justice, understood as in terms of fairness or
impartiality.]
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The argument developed here rejects any intertwining of
impartiality and toleration.  It insists, instead, that toleration, and
the deference to mistaken sectarian views that toleration involves,
necessarily extends even to mistaken sectarian views about justice.
In doing so, the argument makes toleration, rather than justice, the
first, and indeed the characteristic, virtue of free-standing politics.
(Egocentrism, by contrast, is not a political ideal at all but rather an
idea about politics, namely the idea that there are no sensible
political ideals.)  This represents a profound departure from past
philosophical practice.  The difference between views that make
justice central to politics and one that makes toleration central is
more than just a difference about how best to fill out an agreed
structure of political thought.  Rather, this difference concerns
what structural role political ideas – including characteristically the
ideal of toleration – should play in practical life more generally.
The respect conception of toleration, as I am developing it,
proposes nothing less than a new concept of politics.24
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5
Human Sociability

The challenge for political philosophy, once again, is not in
the first instance to give toleration a broad scope – to demonstrate
that one should tolerate a wide range, or indeed the entire range, of
sectarian diversity – but rather to explain why one should truly
tolerate – in the sense associated with respect rather than merely
indulgence – any sectarian deviance at all.  The question how
broadly to tolerate, which is the usual starting point for discussions
of toleration, must take a back seat until this conceptually prior
question can be answered.

The critical engagements in the last chapter emphasized
that in order to meet this challenge, political philosophy must
invoke practical and moral, rather than merely theoretical ideas and
that these ideas must avoid becoming entangled in sectarian
morality.  Instead, a defense of toleration must explain that the
relationship among persons that respectful toleration establishes is
a free standing good, and in particular that it is good precisely in
virtue of its involving respect across sectarian difference – of its
requiring people to step outside their own sectarian views and
defer to views that they regard as mistaken.  Political philosophy
must elaborate and defend the thought that tolerant politics is an
expression of a distinct human need, which stands entirely apart
from every sectarian morality.  To do this, it must identify the need
and then demonstrate that toleration is necessary for meeting it.
This chapter takes up the former task.

The thought that every person’s success, on any terms,
requires the company of others has been familiar at least since
Aristotle’s observation that man is a political animal.25

Nevertheless, there are many ways in which persons might need
others to flourish, and many of them are purely instrumental, as
when two people must combine forces to remove an obstacle that
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blocks both their paths, and which is too heave for either to lift
alone.  Certainly not all of the ways in which each person needs
others involve recognizing others, and certainly not retreating from
egocentrism to recognize others (across sectarian difference) as
free-standing, independent points of view.  The project of
elaborating the good of respectful toleration must therefore begin
by characterising, carefully and precisely, the class of relations
among persons to which toleration belongs – it must say, in other
words, just what overcoming egocentrism and recognizing another
person as a free standing point of view involves.

Three Forms of Society

Human sociability – the fact that the society of others is an
intrinsic good for persons and not just an instrument through which
they may pursue other goods – expresses itself in (at least) three
ways.  Each of these expressions of sociability identifies a
connection between engaging others and human flourishing and so
describes a path out of egocentrism.  The three paths are not
equally closely connected to political toleration, although they are
all broadly supportive of tolerant politics, at least in the political
circumstances of modernity.

First, engaging others is a transcendental good for persons,
whose sociability makes the society of others into a necessary
condition of their flourishing on any terms, and indeed of their
developing a personality at all.  This thought is most closely
associated with Hegel, who observed, in his dialectic of lordship
and bondage, that persons’ self-actualization (and in particular the
development of their freedom) requires that “[t]hey recognize
themselves as mutually recognizing one another.”26  Hegel’s point,
which both common sense27 and psychological study28 confirm, is
that moral personality (on any terms) is impossible for a human
being living in total isolation, because developing a moral
personality depends on interacting with, and engaging, other
persons’ and their points of view.
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Second, the society of others is a hypothetical good for
persons, in the sense that there exists a class of activities that
persons value – instrinsically, and not just instrumentally – whose
value can be achieved only through engaging others as
independent persons.  This is illustrated by the human attraction to
various forms of joint intention, ranging from informal pursuits
such as taking a walk together or singing a duet, to more formal
practices such as games, and even, plausibly, to deeply entrenched
practices such as promising29 and law.30  These behaviors require
participants to develop intentions that are, as Michael Bratman has
observed, self-consciously interlocking: “[F]or each agent must
have intentions in favor of the efficacy of the intentions of the
other. In this way, each agent must treat the relevant intentions of
the other as end-providing for herself; for each intends that the
relevant intentions of the other be successfully executed.”31

Persons who take a walk together, for example, must adjust their
gaits and routes to each other; persons singing a duet must adjust
the tone and cadence of their singing; and promisors must adjust
their conduct so that the tender of the promised performance
matches its acceptance.  Joint action, in other words, requires
reciprocal recognition, among the participants, who must treat each
other not just as patients who possess interests (which each
addresses entirely from within her own point of view) but rather as
agents who possess intentions and beliefs, which constitute free-
standing points of view.

And third, the society of others is a categorical good for
persons. This is most elaborately developed in Kantian ethics, in
light of the emphasis that Kant placed on the idea that all persons
are, simply in virtue of their personalities, free-standing sources of
moral claims on every agent, claims that must be respected no
matter what else an agent happens, contingently, to value or what
other ends she happens to pursue.  Kant famously identified two
senses in which persons represent free-standing sources of moral
claims: first, a person should never treat others merely as means to
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his own ends; and, second, he should always treat others also as
ends in themselves.32  The first principle, which insists that other
persons are never simply available to an agent for her own use, is
important to be sure, but not in the present context, which instead
focuses on the second (separate) idea that persons must always
treat others as ends in themselves.  This has sometimes been
thought to announce merely that each person should “enhance
[other persons’] prospects for the successful exercise of their
agency,” including “by directly assisting [them] in their pursuit of
[their] ends.”33  But this way of speaking does not quite capture
Kant’s idea, which is that to treat others as ends in themselves is to
act not just in support of their ends but rather to support their ends
for the sake of their personalities.  Understood in this way, the
Kantian ideal insists that persons must always be open to one
another – so that they are always amenable to engaging one
another in social relations.  It is, one might say, an inherent part of
the dignity of persons that they possess the power to attract one
another to enter into social relations.

This power, moreover, is familiar from ordinary
experience, and in particular the experience of what might be
called (abusing ordinary language only a little) the charisma of
persons, which is just the colloquial name for persons’ moral
capacity, by sheer force of personality, to draw one in – into their
points of view.  Charisma is possessed exclusively by persons and,
moreover, is possessed by all persons and for all persons (although
the extent and effectiveness of charisma will of course vary across
pairs of persons).  One might say, with another nod to colloquial
usage, that although some persons have better personalities than
others, nobody has literally no personality.

When charisma is effective, a person acknowledges the
charismatic other simply in virtue of her constituting a point of
view, and this emphasizes the categorical nature of the value of
sociability understood in this way.  A person who responds makes
the charismatic’s personality itself into his object, rather than
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conditioning his response on contingent facts about her, including
whether she affirms ends that he deems appealing, from his own
point of view.  (This feature of charisma – its power to cause
people to break out of their own ideas and preconceptions –
explains why it is such a potent persuasive tool).  And this entails
(to foreshadow a point to which I will return in the final part of the
argument) that the categorical good of society depends, in each
instance in which it arises among any particular persons, on the
fact that the persons act from motives and with intentions that
could apply among all persons.

The Structure of Social Relations

Although these three forms of the good of society –
transcendental, hypothetical, and categorical – arise in different
contexts, they all share a common structure.  In particular, the good
of society, in each variant, can be achieved only as a person
overcomes egocentrism and recognizes that not just the interests
but also the personalities of others – in the form of the intentions
that other persons possess, from their free-standing points of view
– command deference in her own intentions and conduct.  She
must, in other words, treat the intentions of the other participants
as in some measure authoritative over her, in the sense (following
Joseph Raz), that these intentions give her “a reason [for
performing an action] which is not to be added to all other relevant
reasons when assessing what to do, but should exclude and take the
place of some of them,”34 including, in particular, reasons that she
identifies by applying her own sense of the interests and moral
values at stake in the engagement in question.

Although this account of social relations borrows Raz’s
characterization of authority (as involving exclusionary reasons),
it does not follow Raz any further.  In particular, the account of
social relations departs, in essential ways, from the justification of
authority most commonly associated with Raz’s thought.  Indeed,
emphasizing the stark contrast to Raz’s approach to justifying
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authority usefully illuminates the approach taken here and hence
also the structure of social relations.  It helps to illustrate the good
of society and also to emphasize the connection between achieving
this good and overcoming egocentrism.

Raz imagines that the normal justification for an authority
is that the person subject to the authority “is likely better to comply
with the reasons which apply to him (other than the alleged
authoritative directive) if he accepts the directives of the alleged
authority as authoritatively binding and tries to follow them, rather
than by trying to follow the reasons which apply to him directly.”35

This approach to authority proposes that the deference that
authority involves arises at a shallow level only, so that although a
person who obeys a legitimate authority initially retreats from her
own judgments, she does so in the service not just of reasons that
are reasons for her but also of more fundamental judgments that
she makes from her own point of view.  Raz’s normal justification
for authority therefore proceeds by direct analogy to indulgent
toleration – it counsels persons to abide authority merely as an
unsually far-sighted and sophisticated strategy for promoting ends
that they, ultimately, endorse.  The person who accepts an
authority along the lines of the normal justification thesis in the
end embraces  egocentrism.  This renders Raz’s normal
justification of authority inadequate to the phenomenon of human
sociability, for two reasons.

First, the egocentrism inherent in the Razian view places a
great burden on the accuracy, or perhaps more broadly the quality,
of the judgments of a legitimate authority:  In order to be
legitimate, the authority must indeed do better at identifying and
balancing the primary reasons that a person acknowledges as
applying to her than the person can do herself.  This burden is
particularly difficult to overcome, moreover, when the Razian view
is called on to justify the authority of something other than an
expert or other deliberative aid (such as a procedure that improves
the accuracy of deliberations).  It is a burden, moreover, that
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cannot possibly be carried in the broad range of cases of social
relations as I have imagined them.

The burden cannot be met even in ordinary cases of social
relations.  It is wildly implausible, indeed virtually inconceivable,
that persons who enter into social relations by recognizing the
authority of their partners in joint activities uniformly, or indeed
even only in general, believe that they will do better at achieving
the activities’ non-social value by deferring to their partners’
opinions about how best to do the activities.  Someone who
insisted on this requirement would dramatically reduce the range
of social relations open to her – she would, for example, be open to
singing as a social relation only with other singers whom she
regarded as having sufficiently good judgment about how best to
sing together so that deferring to their judgment improved the
quality of the song.  But in fact, persons commonly pursue social
relations through joint activities with others whom they regard
(correctly) as less capable than they are themselves – persons sing
duets, for example, with less skilled singers, and not just in the
mode of teacher and student but in genuine partnership.  Moreover,
they do so even when the believe (often correctly) that they would
produce better singing – a higher quality sound – by abandoning
their duets in favor of asocial modes of joint musical production,
perhaps in which they entirely controlled the singing and the less
gifted singers mechanically followed instructions.

This inadequacy of Raz’s normal justification of authority
becomes especially stark, as others have noticed, in connection
with the more morally charged cases of authority that figure in the
context of toleration.  For example, it has been suggested that the
authority of democratic decision cannot easily be explained in the
normal way that Raz proposes.36  Certainly the authority associated
with respectful toleration cannot be justified in this way, since the
extent to which respectful toleration exceeds mere tolerant
indulgence is precisely the extent to which the tolerant person does
not best promote the sectarian moral reasons that otherwise apply
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to her by accepting the authority that respectful toleration grants to
the heterodox.

These considerations reveal that Raz’s normal justification
of authority does not, as a matter of fact, extend to many cases of
social relations.  Insofar as such forms of society remain appealing
(and appealing in respect of the authority that they involve) even
so, that is a reason for looking beyond the Razian approach.  There
is, moreover, a second (and probably more important) reason for
looking beyond the normal justification of authority.  As Stephen
Darwall has pointed out, this justification cannot explain the sense
in which the deference that authority involves is owed to the
authority – who has special standing to hold the subject of her
authority to account when he defies it.37  On the normal
justification thesis, the most that can be said of someone who
defies an authority is that he is foolish or perhaps akratic.  The
normal justification thesis cannot account for the sense in which
authority is relational, in the sense of requiring one person actually
to address another person whose authority he recognizes.

The normal justification for authority therefore does not
comfortably apply to the authority needed to sustain social
relations as I have characterized them.  The authority that one
person must grant others in order to enter into social relations with
them must operate even though the person believes (correctly, we
may suppose) that she will better comply with the other reasons
that apply to her (besides those associated with this authority) by
rejecting the other participants’ directives and following her own
primary judgments instead.  Moreover, the authority that one
person must grant others in order to enter into social relations must
actually establish a relationship between her and them – it must
involved not just deference to them but deference owed to them.
In each respect, the contrast between this form of authority and the
forms of authority that might be justified in the more normal way,
serves to emphasize the way in which the society of others requires
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abandoning egocentrism and respectfully engaging, rather than just
indulging, their points of view.

This is, moreover, appropriate.  The society of others
requires a willingness to engage others not just in the service of
one’s own judgments but at least partly on their terms.  Human
sociability cannot be realized in a purely self-sufficient mode.
Instead of being justified because it increases an agent’s
conformity with other reasons, that apply independently of any
operation of authority, the authority associated with social relations
is justified on grounds of its own intrinsic value, which is
connected to the intrinsic value of social relations.  Even if persons
who accept the authority of their partners in joint activities do less
well at conforming to the reasons that (in their judgments)
independently apply to them, they better serve their own
sociability.  Even if a singer who acknowledges the authority of
her singing partner sings less well than she would have done by
attending exclusively to her own judgment of how best to sing, she
creates a social relation that could not have arisen but for this loss,
and whose value justifies the loss.  Of course, insofar as the retreat
that social relations require an agent to beat from her own
judgment of what (apart from the authority in question) she has
most reason to do is justified based on the intrinsic value of taking
other persons as authorities in the way that social relations involve,
it becomes especially important to give an account of the value of
social relations for the persons who engage them.

The Good of Society

Social relations – in all their three forms – are good for the
persons who enter into them.  Just as persons are naturally open to
caring about other persons’ interests, assessed from their own
points of view, so they are also inclined, by a natural tendency
towards society, to engage other persons as points of view.  An
inclination in favor of engagement is, like the capacity for
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empathy, a fundamental feature of human practical personality.
And actually engaging others is necessary for human flourishing.

Hegel sought to make precisely this point in his dialectic of
lordship and bondage, in which he observed that the transcendental
good of society cannot be achieved save insofar as persons
abandon their egocentrism and recognize each other as
independent agents whose personalities impose (reciprocally) free-
standing constraints on one another’s conduct.  Thus Hegel began
his account by imagining that two persons encounter each other
and enter into a struggle for recognition through which each seeks
to realize his own freedom,38 wherein one triumphs and, asserting
his will, becomes what Hegel calls the lord while the other
capitulates unconditionally and, serving the lord, becomes what
Hegel calls the bondsman.39  Hegel observes that the lord, by
denying that the bondsman has any authority over him and
converting the bondsman into his mere instrument, deprives
himself of the society of an other who might satisfy his need to be
recognized.  As Hegel says, “[t]he master standing over and
against the servant [is] still not truly free,” for, having reduced the
servant to his instrument, “he still [does] not thoroughly look on
himself in the other,” so that “it is only through the liberation of
the servant that the master, too, becomes perfectly free.”40  Hegel’s
point, as Allen Wood observes, is “an instance of the general truth
that if I want to acquire worth in my own eyes on the basis of
another’s esteem, I can do it only to the extent that I esteem the
other as a judge of my worth.”41  The transcendental good of
society can be achieved only by genuine inter-subjectivity – that is,
by engagements in which the participants step back from
egocentrism and respect (or esteem) one another’s independent
judgments as free-standing sources of authoritative limits on their
own conduct.

The same pattern, moreover, is reprised in connection with
the hypothetical good of society, which also requires retreating
from egocentrism.  This is illustrated by the good of games.  Even
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when they are competitive (and not all games are competitive), the
competition that games involve is nested within the reciprocal
recognition necessary for sustaining the rules that establish this
competition, and the appeal of games rests, ultimately, more on the
cooperation involved in playing them than on the competition
involved in winning them.  We play as avidly, after all, even when
no prizes or honors attach to victory, and we find a value in even
the most trivial competition that we can never find in solitaire.
Moreover, the appeal of games (including even of competitive
games) is undermined when a player approaches them
egocentrically, without any deference to her opponent’s point of
view.  Cheating deprives victory of its satisfactions – not just
because of the operation of the cheater’s own ideals of fairness but
also because it converts the cheated-against into the cheater’s
instrument, undermining the engagement on which the appeal of
the game ultimately depends.  And play against an outclassed
opponent similarly deprives a game of its appeal, because the
overmatched opponent ceases, in a domesticated reprise of Hegel’s
lordship and bondage, to provide the resistance that engagement
through the game requires.  Games thus illustrate the broader truth
that the hypothetical good of society can also be achieved only by
retreating from egocentrism to embrace genuine intersubjectivity.42

Finally, this formal connection between overcoming
egocentrism and sociability also applies concerning the categorical
good of society.  In order to treat others as ends in themselves, a
person must not just promote their ends insofar as these are seen to
be appealing from her own point of view but must rather defer to
their points of view which, insofar as they reflect their
personalities,43 override (at least in some measure) her own sense
of the value of the ends in question.  This entails, moreover, that
she takes their ends as her own not just contingently (subject to her
own sense of their value, including her own sense of the value to
them of pursuing whatever ends they have chosen) but rather
categorically, on the ground, simply, that these are their ends and
that they are persons.44  Only in this case will it happen that her
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ends and theirs do not just coincide but are instead shared, and
shared, moreover, subject to a regime of public reasons that that
constitutes a genuine social relation, much as openly
acknowledged reciprocal recognition among two persons
constitutes the transcendental good of society and publicly
recognized rules of games constitute the hypothetical good of
society.  To realize the categorical good of society, a person must
not just act solicitously towards others while all the while
remaining fully within herself but must rather, as one might say,
fall genuinely under the sway of their charisma.

Society, in all its forms, cannot be encompassed from
purely within an agent’s own point of view, no matter how
expansive.  Instead, society is a genuinely relational good, which
may be achieved only by genuine inter-subjectivity – that is, by
establishing public reasons that constitute reciprocal engagements
among agents who each take the others’ points of view as (within
limits) authoritative over themselves.  So in spite of egocentrism’s
appeal, we cannot, insofar as we are sociable, flourish as
egocentrists, and the need to escape egocentrism arises (in various
guises) throughout our practical lives.  Indeed, these lives would be
quite unrecognizable if we retained our concern for other persons’
interests, and even a pragmatic need for coordination, but were
insentive to them as personalities and so could proceed as
egocentrists, free of every felt need to engage others as free-
standing points of view.
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6
Politics, Recognition, and the Modern State

As Aristotle’s remark emphasizes, human sociability finds
one of its most important expressions in politics.  This is true even
with respect to politics in its generic sense – the sense (associated
with “office politics,” for example) in which politics extends to the
activities through which the several participants in any collective
venture seek to influence, by influencing one another, that path that
the venture will take.  To be sure, these activities can involve
manipulation and even outright deceit rather than recognition (as
with “office politics” in the pejorative sense of the phrase), but
they nevertheless remain essential to rendering a collective
enterprise the common property of all those who participate in it.
All forms of coordination that do without politics in this generic
sense leave the participants in the coordinated activity to pursue
the activity severally rather than together.  (This is vividly
illustrated by the forms of coordination described by game theory,
for example, which involve equilibria in which each person’s
behavior best responds to every other’s and which may be
sustained without there even being communication among the
participants.)  Finally, although it will not always be so, for many
persons and many activities, the sociability of the activities that
invite such politicking is an intrinsic part of their appeal (which
partly explains why the politics of these activities, even when it is
maddening, remains irresistible).

Moreover, human sociability also finds an important (and, I
shall eventually propose, an essential) expression in politics
proper, that is, in the institutions and practices that regulate the
conduct of a body that claims a monopoly over the collective use
of force – in the project of government.

Thus, the human need for society finds a narrowly political
expression in the fact that, as Jeremy Waldron observes, the
question how to exercise collective power generally arises in the
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context of a “felt need . . . for a common framework of decision or
course of action on some matter, even in the face of disagreement
about what the framework, decision or action should be.”45  The
natural appeal of such a framework is, moreover, not just an
expression of the instrumental benefits – associated with efficiency
and stability – that orderly coordination provides, although it
surely is this also.  Instead, the need for a common framework of
political decision arises because such a framework is the only way
for those who participate in the exercise of collective power to act
together – the only way for political life itself to be a form of
recognition.  As Waldron says, a person who “acts on his own
judgment and does whatever seems right or just to him” abandons
“very idea of a community taking a position on an issue on which
its members disagree.”46 Politics thus establishes what Hannah
Arendt has called “a stable worldly structure to house, as it were,
[persons’] combined powers of action.”47

Moreover, others, including most notably Jürgen
Habermas,48 have pursued this suggestion into the interstices of
political practice, to argue that dialogue is politics’ essential
activity.  Indeed, Bruce Ackerman has connected the importance of
dialogue for politics to politics’ special concern for overcoming
egocentrism, specifically distinguishing politics from morality in
respect of the role that dialogue plays in each.  Ackerman observes
that a person may perhaps properly cut herself off from dialogue in
deciding what course of action she thinks is best but may not
abandon dialogue in deciding which course of action the state
should pursue.49  Ackerman proposes, moreover, that dialogue
serves its political purpose precisely by engaging persons’ actual
points of view and not just idealizations of them (constructed to
serve their interests as understood according to the speaker’s own
sectarian moral conception)50 – that dialogue is politically useful
insofar as it involves respect and not just indulgence across
sectarian disagreement.  To be sure, nothing that I have said
establishes dialogue in particular as the unique or even best
expression of reciprocal recognition in political life, and
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Ackerman’s emphasis on dialogue takes the argument in a new
direct, which I shall not follow here.  Perhaps other mechanisms –
for example, fair voting – might sustain politics as a form of
recognition across sectarian difference.  (It seems, after all, that
games can sustain recognition without dialogue, so why not
politics also.)  These quibbles concerning the particular techniques
by which to establish politics as a form of recognition should not,
however, obscure that Habermas’s and Ackerman’s theories
elaborate Arendt’s and Waldron’s general idea:  that politics
proper, whatever its specific methods, might serve as a locus of
human sociability.

Finally, these are not idiosyncratic suggestions.  They
merely illuminate, from the novel perspective of human sociability,
the familiar civic republican idea that political engagements should
integrate citizens into an organic community in which reciprocal
political recognition functions as a kind of civil religion.

These canonical examples from political theory establish
precedents to support the thought (which is anyway intuitive) that
politics might serve as a natural locus of human sociability – a
natural site at which persons might engage one another across
sectarian difference, respectfully recognizing one another as
asserting free-standing claims, based on their constituting
independent points of view.  But in order to succeed at defending
respectful toleration, the argument must establish a tighter
connection between human sociability and politics that respects
sectarian diversity.  The argument must demonstrate: first, that
such politics distinctively supports human sociability quite
generally (including outside of the political realm); and, second,
that the more particular contours of government policy associated
with respectful politics appropriately capture tolerant people’s
first-order intuitions concerning the proper treatment of sectarian
deviance.  The remainder of this chapter lays the groundwork for
the required argument by characterizing modern politics in terms
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that emphasize that it occupies a place of special importance
among the broader forms of human sociability.

At this point historical contingency, specifically the
historically contingent character of the modern state, intrudes into
the argument.  The case for respectful toleration – which will turn
on the claim that people can achieve the good of society, in its
many forms, only if they live in a political order that pursues
substantive policies that are recognizably tolerant – invokes two
features of the modern state that its predecessors did not share.
First, the modern state, even if it does not quite claim the
monopoly over legitimate coercion that is sometimes attributed to
it, asserts the authority to overwhelm all other forms of collective
coercion within its jurisdiction.51  And second, the modern state
asserts its authority (including its authority to coerce) directly over
individual citizens of all sectarian moral persuasions, and thus
without mediation through sub-state collectives.

States were not always like this, in either respect.  Pre-
modern states acknowledged a wide range of sub-state groups –
including guilds, local elites, and religious and ethnic orders –as
free-standing sources of political authority, which the states
themselves could not simply overwhelm or override.  Moreover, in
connection with recognizing certain of these sub-state authorities –
in particular, ethnic and religious ones – pre-modern states
generally declined to assert their own political authority directly
over their subjects across sectarian divisions. (This is particularly
true of pre-modern states that included (as many did) multiple
religious communities and therefore confronted the political
difficulty of sustaining social cohesion, or even just public order,
across sectarian difference.)  Instead, they relied on avowedly
sectarian (almost always religious) institutions to mediate between
the state and the individual and indeed to serve as independent
sources of legitimate control over their homogeneous
constituencies.  Although many pre-modern societies, some of
them famously, achieved accommodations across sectarian
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difference that included a measure of protection for minorities,
they did so without any universal, purely political ideal of
individual citizenship and therefore without political engagement
or recognition across sectarian difference at the individual level.
Instead, these societies addressed the political dimension of the
need for recognition purely within self-regulating inherently
orthodox sub-communities.

Indeed, the pre-modern politics of sectarian difference
involved accommodations between groups which succeeded, when
they did succeed, insofar as the state was able to support or even
enforce the boundaries that separated its sectarian sub-
communities and thus prevent the strains associated with
individual engagement and reciprocal recognition across sectarian
difference from ever arising.  In some cases, for example in the
lands of the 14th century Crown of Aragon (which accommodated
Jews, Christians and Muslims in stable, if uneasy, coexistence) the
state had virtually no capacity to intrude into the internal affairs of
the sectarian communities that it governed in order to intervene
directly in individual subjects’ lives.  The Crown of Aragon
instead served merely as a kind of referee, monitoring skirmishes
along the internal boundaries that separated its constituent
communities.52  In other cases, for example in the Ottoman
Empire,53 the state entered into a more intimate relationship with
its sectarian constituencies, sustaining social cohesion not just by
policing the borders between them, but also by supporting the
several internal mechanisms of coordination and reciprocal
recognition that these communities provided their members.

In neither case did the state act directly on individual
subjects or encourage (or indeed even enable) engagement and
reciprocal political recognition across sectarian difference at the
level of the individual subject.  In both cases, the political
expression of human sociability – the expression connected to the
collective exercise of power – arose principally, and indeed more
or less exclusively, within ethically homogeneous groups.
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Recognition across sectarian divides arose apart from politics – in
the sense both that such ethically heterogeneous forms of society
did not concern themselves with the application of collective
power (at least not with its application directly over individuals)
and in the sense that such centers of collective power as existed
elsewhere made no claims to assert authority directly over all sides
of any heterogeneous social relations that arose.  Instead, the
several centers of collective power asserted authority only partially
and separately, each claiming whatever participants in
heterogeneous relations belonged to its own, homogeneous creed.54

These accommodations all unravelled – slowly but
inexorably – over the course of the late middle ages.  The
breakdown of Catholic religious orthodoxy over this period,
culminating in the Reformation, created a competition for
individual souls that rendered the border-wars among sectarian
subcultures more than the medieval model of the state could
contain.  In the end, the border skirmishes that had simmered
steadily for centuries boiled over into the European wars of
religion.55

The Catholic Church tried, famously, to hold back the
engulfing waters.  Its various inquisitions were not just gratuitously
aggressive – even malevolent – expressions of dogmatically
intolerant religious purity.  Instead, they were also worldly – and
sometimes even world-weary – efforts to sustain a medieval
accommodation across diversity that was coming apart at the
seams.  They sought not simply to enforce uniform religious
orthodoxy but rather to shore up a religious and political order that
included religious heterogeneity but not religious choice.

This was Shaw’s point in St. Joan, in which the Inquisitor
(whom Shaw makes the play’s unlikely hero) recognizes that the
true threat posed by Joan’s heresy lay not in its theological error
but rather in its usurpation of the Church’s institutional authority –
and that this threat operated not in respect of the next world but
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this one.  The Inquisitor foresaw that once believers, cutting out
the priesthood and instead taking up direct communion with the
divine, considered themselves entitled to make up their own minds
about matters of faith, the divergent religious conclusions that they
would draw, coupled with their natural egocentrism, would
produce destructive conflict on a scale not before known.
Subsequent events of course proved the Inquisitor right.  In the end
the Church’s efforts to suppress believers’ free exercise of their
individual religious judgments produced more suffering than
success – the Reformation came, after all.  But it came with a
vengeance that realized the Inquisitor’s fears.

The nation-state, whose rise dominated the political history
of early-modern Europe, appears in this light as the first and
ultimately failed response to the breakdown of the medieval order
– failed because it never made the fundamental innovations in
political theory that sustaining political cooperation across
sectarian competition requires.  Once it became clear that weak but
pluralist states could no longer referee the intensifying competition
among increasingly evangelical sectarian creeds that the
Reformation at once exemplified and fostered, a natural response
was to reorganize Europe into a series of stronger states whose
spheres of authority were limited to ethnically, culturally, and
religiously homogenous populations.  This approach combined a
vertical integration of the medieval political order – a merger the
regulative powers of the medieval kingdom and its mediating
institutions into a single nation state  – with a horizontal
disintegration, in which the political spheres of heterogeneous
medieval realms were divided (sometimes by territory and
sometimes by populations) into homogenous nation states.56

In these ways, the nation state responded to the breakdown
of the medieval model of multi-cultural integration by pursuing a
strategy of separating the newly competitive sectarian creeds
rather than developing a new integrative ideal.  The nation state
failed, ultimately, because the strategy of separation proved
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unstable.  Populations did not cooperate in the project of
establishing sectarian homogeneity in each geographic area.
Moreover – not least because of the persistence of populations that
belonged to one nation but resided, as minorities, in the territory of
another nation’s state – the sectarian competition that destroyed the
medieval state from within now reappeared between states.  To be
sure, the Peace of Westphalia purported to establish a modus
vivendi among the competing nation states.  But it is a banality that
the Westphalian system did not solve the problem of nationalism –
and that national competition, and in particular one nation state’s
concern for its nationals living within another nation state’s
territory – remained the root-cause of the many European wars of
the subsequent centuries.

Indeed, even where the competition among sectarian
communities remained relatively domesticated, as in the Habsburg
Empire, for example, the state’s efforts to accommodate multiple
sectarian sub-communities collapsed under the burdens that
sectarian competition placed on the classificatory system by which
it allocated changeling subjects to one community or another.57

When the boundaries between sectarian subgroups ceased to be
fixed by birth and tradition, accommodations of pluralism that
relied on these groups’ internal controls and collective self-
restraint became untenable.

The modern, multi-national state’s great achievement is a
basic reconceptualization of the nature and foundations of political
authority, which solves the problem of social cohesion in the face
of sectarian difference under these new circumstances.  The
solution is a universal conception of citizenship, under which each
subject is directly and immediately obligated to obey the
commands of a state that asserts direct and immediate legitimate
authority over her.  The modern state thus replaces the mediated
forms of solidarity and political engagement that pre-modern
societies established – in which persons of different creeds
interacted politically only indirectly, under the auspices of their
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own sectarian authorities – with a universal, and individual,
politics of recognition in which citizens engage one another in a
single political process that operates directly across moral and
religious differences.58  And this innovation of pure political
citizenship – a state’s direct assertion of legitimate authority over
each of its subjects, and each subject’s concomitant duty, owed
directly to the state, to obey the state’s commands – creates the
conditions under which politics can serve as a form of reciprocal
recognition, as human sociability requires, only insofar as the state
respects sectarian diversity.

Indeed, politics proper turns out, at least under the
conditions of modernity, to be an immensely important expression
of sociability.  The modern state, I shall argue is a special locus of
society – which threatens, if it is badly managed, to undermine
society quite generally.  The structuring and management of
politics proper has implications not just for whether control of the
state is in itself a form of respectful recognition but also for the
extent and even the very possibility of social relations in other
arenas.  I shall argue that, at least in a modern state, if politics
proper is not practiced as a form of sociability – as a site for
overcoming egocentrism and engaging other persons’ points of
view as free-standing constraints on one’s own conduct – then
sociability becomes quite generally impossible within that state.
An egocentric politics, I shall argue, deprives its citizens of all
three forms of the good of society – transcendental, hypothetical,
and categorical.  Insofar as it succeeds, this argument establishes
intimate – if highly abstract – connections among sociability in
general, pro-social politics in specifically, and respectful toleration.
Finally, I shall argue that – again under specific the conditions of
modernity – these connections penetrate into the particular details
of political life, so that human sociability, as mediated through pro-
social politics, requires the particular policies and practices that are
associated with true toleration in the intuitions of tolerant people.
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7
A First Step Towards Toleration – Against Absolutism

Morality, in its natural egocentrism, countenances only
indulgence but never deference towards moral deviance.  But
persons are sociable by nature – they have an inner need to engage
one another in reciprocal recognition – and satisfying this need
requires that they abandon egocentrism and respect other persons
as independent points of view.  Moreover, the human instinct in
favor of society expresses itself in the narrower arena of politics
proper – that is, in connection with the administration of collective
power.  Political actors experience an inner need for the
administration of collective power itself to achieve the good of
society, in all its three forms.  Furthermore, as is always the case,
politics can achieve a society among its participants, and frame a
form of sociability, only if the participants retreat from
egocentrism and accept constraints on the exercise of collective
power that involve retreating from their several moral
commitments, all-things-considered.  The argument in favor of
toleration as respect and not just indulgence is therefore well on its
way.

But completing the argument requires taking another step.
In particular, it requires showing that the retreat from egocentrism
necessary for politics to constitute a form of reciprocal recognition
establishes a pattern of respect for moral deviance whose
substantive metes and bounds plausibly describe a distinctively
tolerant approach to sectarian difference.  It remains is to show that
– at least under the conditions that characterize modernity – the
political expression of human sociability will, in appropriate
circumstances, require that collective coercion be constrained
according to principles, for example requiring respect for the free
exercise of diverse religious practices, that are immediately
recognizable as principles of toleration.  The required argument
will proceed in stages.  The first stage will demonstrate that the
logical extreme of egocentric politics renders it completely
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impossible for citizens to realize the good of society, including
even in its transcendental form.  The next stage develops an
analogous argument against egocentric politics that, although it
abandons the logical extreme contemplated in the first stage,
nevertheless refuses to embrace sectarian heterodoxy in any
meaningful way.  The argument’s third and final stage proposes
that a fully adequate development of human sociability requires a
politics that does not just recoil from the extremes of egocentrism
but also actively embraces the forms political engagement across
sectarian difference associated with toleration as it is ordinarily
understood.

The first step in this path of argument – which proposes
that the normative structure of modern politics makes rejecting
egocentrism’s logical extreme and thus taking the first step
towards toleration into a condition for realizing human sociability,
tout court – is most starkly illustrated by taking up Hobbes, who
was the modern state’s first great theorist.

Hobbes recognized the appeal of the egocentrist idea that
rationality requires a person single-mindedly to pursue her own
ideals as effectively as she can.  He wrote, in this vein, that “[t]he
Right Of Nature . . . is the Liberty each man hath, to use his own
power, as he will himselfe . . . and consequently [that it confers on
each man the right] of doing any thing, which in his own
Judgement, and Reason, hee shall conceive to be the aptest means
thereunto.”59  Hobbes tended to think of persons as egoists and
inclined towards treating moral opinions as merely laundered
accounts of persons’ self-interest,60 whereas I have been taking for
granted that persons accept moral ideals that exert pressure
towards impartial concern for the interests of all.  But this
difference – whether egocentrism applies to partial or impartial
ends – does not affect the sweep of the larger argument.61  In
particular impartiality does not cure the threat that egocentrism
poses to public order.  The tendency towards egocentrism (even
when it operates in the service of impartial ideals) throws persons
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into competition with one another, and, as Hobbes observed,
persons’ natural capacities and powers are sufficiently evenly
matched so that no person, relying solely on his own powers and
by force alone, can ever achieve secure success in this
competition.62  Accordingly, Hobbes thought, egocentrism reduces
the natural – which is to say, pre-political – state of human
relations to an interminable “warre, as is of every man against
every man.”63  Hobbes believed this war of all against all to be
devastating and thought the state of nature commensurately
desolate, saying, in perhaps the most famous remark in all political
thought, that life in the state of nature is “solitary, poore, nasty,
brutish, and short.”64

Hobbes, as is familiarly said, cast competition among
egocentrists as a prisoners’ dilemma, in which each person’s
rational response to the actions of others produces an outcome that
is worst for all.  He concluded, equally familiarly, that persons
might avoid the war of all against all only by subjecting
themselves to a sovereign – a “visible Power too keep [persons] in
awe”65 – capable of enforcing cooperation.  He believed, in other
words, that “Peace without subjection”66 is impossible.  Moreover,
because Hobbes thought persons’ appetites and capabilities almost
perfectly destructively arranged – the former, insatiable; the latter,
precariously equal – he believed that not just any power to enforce
cooperation is sufficient to sustain peace, but insisted that the only
way to stave off the war of all against all is for the sovereign to
concentrate force in the most extreme way imaginable, namely for
the sovereign to direct force against his subjects free from every
legal and political limitation.  Hobbes believed, in other words,
that the minimal solution to the problem of social coordination is
also the maximal solution.67

This is the absolute state – the state whose control over its
subjects faces no restrictions at all.  (Hobbes’s sovereign need not
be purely self-interested and might even embrace an impartialist
morality:  Hobbes insisted only on the formal point that the
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absolute sovereign is unconstrained by anything besides his own
judgments, whatever they are; that his egocentrism is unfetterred.)
Hobbes acknowledged that the absolute state might of course itself
impose burdens on its subjects, but he argued that no matter how
burdensome this unconstrained and intrusive absolute state might
be, it is better, for everyone, than the only other feasible
alternative, namely the war of all against all.  As he said, “the
greatest [incommodity], that in any forme of Government can
possibly happen to the people in generall, is scarce sensible, in
respect of the miseries, and horrible calamities, that accompany a
Civill Warre; or that dissolute condition of masterless men, without
subjection to Lawes and a coercive Power to tye their hands from
rapine, and revenge.”68  In this way, Hobbes gave a theoretical
expression to the first of the two features that, I observed in the last
chapter, distinguish the modern state from its pre-modern
predecessors – namely, the capacity to overwhelm all sub-state
organs of collective power and the refusal to acknowledge any
such institutions as sites of independent political authority.

Hobbes’s political philosophy also incorporates the second
distinctive feature of the modern state – the assertion of political
authority directly over every subject, across all sectarian divides.
The idea of direct political authority over each subject established
the general background against which Hobbes wrote – beginning
from his ambition to develop a justification for its authority that
the state might address too each subject.  Moreover, the immediacy
of the authority-relation between state and subject also works its
way into the interstices of Hobbes’s argument.  Specifically,
Hobbes believed that persons’ individual appetites are so
destructively arranged that no purely external or in any way
mediated power, no matter how great and how unconstrained, can
ever secure social stability. He therefore insisted that the absolute
state must not only rule without restriction but must also penetrate
the practical personalities of its subjects, so that they do not just
conform to the sovereign’s commands (perhaps because of his
overwhelming power or because of his connection to mediating
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political insitutions) but also comply with them.  Hobbes insisted
that all subjects accept the sovereign’s absolute authority, or right
to rule, and moreover that they do so in the particularly intimate
sense of associating themselves with the sovereign by allowing the
sovereign, as Hobbes says, to “Personate” them,69 that is, to act not
just with their acquiescence but directly in their names, so that, as
he said, “every subject is by this Institution [of absolute
sovereignty] the Author of all the Actions, and Judgments of the
Soveraigne Instituted.”70

Hobbes proposed, in this way, to overcome the egocentrist
threat against social solidarity by persuading each subject not just
to obey the sovereign but to internalize the sovereign’s commands,
so that the sovereign acts on her behalf even when he acts in ways
that do not seem best when judged from her own sectarian point of
view.  The subjects, on Hobbes’s view, do not just accept their
sovereign’s commands but are systematically deprived of any
ground upon which they might stand in objecting, so that under
Hobbes’s argument, it is strictly speaking impossible, and indeed
incoherent, for the absolute state to act illegitimately.  As Hobbes
observed, because “every man is Author of all the Soveraigne
doth” any subject that “complaineth of injury from the Soveraigne,
complaineth of that whereof he himself is Author,” so that
“whatsoever [the sovereign] doth, it can be no injury to any of his
Subjects; nor ought he to be by any of them accused of injustice.”71

Moreover, because the absolute sovereign’s legitimate power
extends without limits, the sovereign’s capacity to draft his
subjects into his service in this way also knows no limits.  The
characterization of Hobbes’s view as “absolutist” and earlier
suggestion that Hobbes adopts the “maximialist” solution to the
problem of social cohesion should thus be understood quite
literally.  Hobbes takes the modern idea of political authority to its
logical extreme.

In embracing this extreme, Hobbes fundamentally
transforms the character of politics, however, in a fashion that
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undermines sociability.  At least within the sphere of his authority,
the absolute sovereign does not so much defuse or constrain his
subjects’ egocentrism as overcome, or commandeer, their points of
view entirely, so that the subjects no longer possess any distinctive
and independent points of view about politics at all but are instead,
always deferring, simply subsumed into the sovereign’s point of
view.72  At the same time, and unlike his subjects, the sovereign
retains his egocentrism totally unchecked.  Moreover, all of this
occurs entirely regardless of the ends that the sovereign happens to
adopt – regardless of whether the sovereign pursues only his own
interests or, for reasons that his business alone, chooses to pursue
some or other impartialist principle.  The frontispiece of the first
edition of Leviathan illustrates this feature of Hobbes’s view – the
absolute state’s total dispossession of its subjects’ political
personalities in the service of bolstering the sovereign’s – most
vividly: the many subjects are literally drawn together and
swallowed up, faceless, into an image of the awesome sovereign.

This approach to politics sustains solidarity only at the cost
of abandoning its social element – that is, of eliminating any sense
of engagement or reciprocal recognition from politics.  Hobbes’s
subjects cannot engage one another politically as points of view
because the intrusiveness of Hobbes’s absolute sovereign causes
the subjects to be subsumed within the sovereign, so that they
cannot retain any independent political points of view to engage.
Hobbes’s absolutism therefore reprises, on a broader stage, the
development of Hegel’s dialectic of lordship and bondage.  The
point of Hegel’s presentation of the dialectic, after all, is precisely
to illustrate the effects on the social foundations of moral
personality of eliminating all politics in favor of unrestricted
combat which ends only with unconstrained power in one and total
capitulation in all others.  And as in Hegel, so also in Hobbes, the
total dominion of one participant unpersons the others and so
deprives them of the capacity to participate in reciprocal
recognition.
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Moreover, Hobbes’s absolutism attacks sociability not just
in the expression associated with politics proper, but quite
generally.  This is because the absolute sovereign does not just
supplant his subjects’ personalities wherever he acts, he also
asserts an unfettered prerogative to act everywhere.  The subjects
of an absolute sovereign therefore retain no sphere of moral
personality for themselves – their subsumption into the sovereign
is complete, allowing no remainder.  Accordingly, these subjects
never, not in any aspect of their lives, act fundamentally on their
own behalves but rather act always, even in their most intimate
moments, in principle only on the sufferance and therefore in the
name of their sovereign.  And, when they so act, they interact only
with other subjects who are also acting in this way inauthentically.
Finally, the subjects’ interactions have this degenerate character no
matter what ends the sovereign pursues.

The absolute state therefore puts the exact lesson of
Hegel’s dialectic of lordship and bondage into play:  the subjects
of an absolute state are closed off (completely) from even the
transcendental good of society.  This way of speaking may sound
implausibly abstract and even mysterious.  But it should be taken
quite literally:  it is just a metaphysical expression of the familiar,
and intuitive, republican idea that persons can achieve their full
personalities only if they are capable of acting and interacting
politically as independent citizens.  Anything less than the requisite
independence introduces deformations not just into politics but
also into the moral personalities of the citizens who engage in it.
The republican tradition, at least in the American expression that
glorified the small free-holder, insisted on a strong conception of
independence and emphasized the relations of dependence
associated with economic subjugation to an employer.  The
metaphysical account presented here works with a much less
demanding ideal of independence, which is appropriate because
the threat posed by Hobbesian absolutism is so much more extreme
and its consequence so much more damaging.  The comparison
serves to render vivid that subjects living under an absolute
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sovereign could not possibly – not even in the relations that
substitute for their “private” lives – develop into fully functional
moral persons.

In this way, Hobbes’s absolutism undermines the basic
element of persons’ practical experience of one another – the need
to engage one another as points of view – out of which politics
arises.73  The key to this argument lies in the interaction between
the character and the scope of the authority that Hobbes sought to
give the state.  Hobbes sought to sustain public order not only
through threats or sanctions but also by inducing citizens to accept
the state’s legitimate authority.  Only legitimate power (and not
raw power) threatens to deprive its subjects of the practical
personality necessary to sustain reciprocal recognition, because
only legitimate power (and not raw power) can supplant its
subjects own judgments and so penetrate their moral personalities.
The modern state’s central innovation – its claim to exercise
legitimate political authority directly over all citizens, without
mediation through sectarian sub-communities – therefore creates
the risk that politics will undermine engagement among citizens
and betray their sociability.  The risk is realized when the scope
and character of that authority becomes excessive – when the
state’s authority leaves subjects with no ground on which to stand
and interact in their own names.

Hobbes’s absolute state therefore illustrates that Hegel’s
lesson applies to politics also, at least at politics’ logical extreme.
In order to be itself a site for the expression of human sociability,
and indeed in order to allow for human sociability to be expressed
at all, the modern state must, in some measure, accept limits on its
own authority.  The state must step back from the egocentric
pursuit of its own sectarian ideals to respect, and therefore also (at
least sometimes) to defer to, its subjects’ independent judgments.
The first stage of the argument for toleration is therefore complete
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This first step towards toleration is the most important
conceptually speaking.  The central challenge for a philosophical
theory of toleration is, as I have repeatedly said, to get the idea of
respecting heterodoxy off the ground, at all – to make any retreat
from the egocentric pursuit of orthodox opinion plausible to the
orthodox.  Moreover, the account just developed takes this step
much more securely than the several arguments for indulgent
toleration of heterodoxy that I rehearsed earlier.  Unlike those
arguments, the analogy between Hegel and Hobbes is not brittle:  it
does not depend on the vagaries of orthodox opinion but instead
applies, equally forcefully, against the egocentric pursuit of every
sectarian point of view.

Nevertheless, the conceptual demonstration that respectful
toleration is coherent and has an adequate normative foundation
leaves practically important questions concerning respectful
toleration unanswered, including many questions – concerning the
metes and bounds of toleration – that figure prominently among
the intuitive concerns of tolerant people.  This makes it natural to
ask just how the powers of a modern state should be restricted in
the service of human sociability.  Precisely what deference must
heterodox opinion be given in order to sustain politics proper as a
social relation or indeed to prevent an asocial politics from
encroaching on other aspects of human sociability?  The form of
argument pursued here may be adapted to answer this more applied
question also, although the answers that it generates will be less
clear-cut than what has been said so far.  That is to be expected,
since the arguments to come will appeal increasingly to
considerations that involve the good of society less in its
transcendental and more in its categorical and even hypothetical
varieties.
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8
A Second Step towards Toleration – Against Totalitarianism

The absolute state, as envisioned by Hobbes, is of course an
ideal type only.  Although the historical record perhaps contains
examples of sovereigns who asserted authority over their subjects
on more or less the Hobbesian model (one thinks of Louis XIV’s
literal identification with the state or perhaps Stalin’s pursuit of
pure power74), absolutism in a pure and open form has not figured
prominently in the world’s political history.  Instead, even rulers
who acknowledge no external constraints on their legitimate
authority over their subjects have typically cast themselves not as
overt despots, openly and notoriously claiming authority to pursue
purely contingent and even selfish ends, but rather as trustees
charged to realize a higher goal not of their own choosing or
making – a conception of moral perfection, for example, or divine
grace.  Such totalitarian rulers – totalitarian because they render
political power the exclusive property of some moral or religious
ideal that overwhelms, without boundary, every aspect of their
subjects’ lives – may exercise power less capriciously than
Hobbes’s absolute sovereign. But they continue, as in Hobbes, to
assert unconstrained authority over the totality of their subjects’
lives and in determining what the totalizing ideal that they serve
requires (they continue to recognize no perspective besides their
own in deciding how to exercise their authority).  And they
therefore threaten to undermine human sociability just as
completely and surely as happened in Hobbes.  As does the
absolute state, so the totalitarian state also destroys its subjects’
practical personalities and so extinguishes every form of society –
including even the transcendental good of society – among them.

This isomorphism between absolutism and totalitarianism
is most complete, and easiest to see, when a totalitarian state
remains the personal possession of a single, overwhelming,
unchallenged (and unchallengeable) leader.  An example, offered
only to fix ideas, is Hitler’s Germany (at least on the account in
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which Hitler viewed himself as the unchallengeable trustee of the
German Volk).75  Such a leader is just a Hobbesian absolute
sovereign who casts himself (as Hobbes recognized that he might
do) as beholden to some or other impersonal ideal rather than to his
purely personal and capricious preferences.  And the fact that the
content of the totalitarian’s pursuits is viewed by him as non-
discretionary does not render the form of totalitarian politics any
more interpersonal than the form  of absolute politics.  The
totalitarian leader, on this model, continues to acknowledge only
his own opinions concerning the moral or religious ideal that he
serves, so that even if he casts himself merely as its trustee, the
ideal becomes a purely internal constraint on his power.  The
totalitarian therefore continues the absolutist’s refusal to engage
any subject’s point of view as an independent constraint
concerning the management of any aspect of life in his state.  And
he therefore continues to subsume his subjects’ moral personalities
in a way that makes social relations among them completely
impossible, on any terms.  Indeed, this effect is prominent even in
the imagery of totalitarian politics – specifically in the
totalitarian’s cult of personality, given its purest expression in
Orwell’s Big Brother, an image that presents a direct analogue to
the frontispiece of Hobbes’s Leviathan.

Moreover, the assault on human sociability is only slightly
more modest in totalitarian states that abandon purely personal rule
by a single supreme leader.   In these states, a totalizing ideal is
administered jointly by some political vanguard76 – a politbureau,
revolutionary council or cadre, theocratic class, or other ruling
elite.  The vanguard is charged with fixing – finally,
unchallengeably, and entirely without recognizing the outside
perspectives of ordinary subjects – the content and proper
application of the totalizing ideal that the state serves.  Although
there may be vigorous, and even free and open, debate among the
elite in vanguard totalitarian states, from a point of view outside
the elite, vanguard totalitarianism is experienced as
indistinguishable from the previous version, involving purely
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personal rule by a single individual.  Ordinary subjects remain
completely excluded from deliberations concerning how to employ
the power of a state that asserts untrammelled authority to
interfere, in the service of the totalizing ideal that it affirms, in
every aspect of their lives.  Accordingly, totalitarian politics that
allows for engagement among the members of a ruling class
enables social relations only within that class (which typically
constitutes, moreover, a vanishingly small proportion of the whole
population).  The remaining subjects remain deprived, by the
state’s alienating and yet totalizing assertions of authority, of any
ground on which to construct their own, free-standing, moral
personalities and thus continue to be cut off from the good of
society, even in its transcendental form.

These observations merely repeat, in an abstract register, an
idea whose more concrete expression belongs to the mainstays of
the political psychology and imaginative literature of modern
totalitarianism:  that totalitarian state’s assault on every form of
intersubjective recognition among its (non-vanguard) subjects –
including even in their most intimately personal relationships –
makes it impossible for them to achieve a fully adequate moral
personality.  This idea finds a prominent expression in the familiar
totalitarian insistence that children betray their parents and that
lovers betray each other.  The totalitarian state employs this means
to demand that its subjects, even in their most intimate relations,
reduce one another (and hence themselves) to instruments of a
politics in which they do not participate.  And in this way,
totalitarianism reduces its subjects, even in their own minds, to
being merely its means, so that they seek merely, as Arthur
Keostler once observed, “to be useful without fuss.”77

Totalitarianism simply reprises the political form associated
with Hobbes’s absolutism and wages an entirely analogous assault
on the good of society, including even in its transcendental form.
That should not, in the end, come as a surprise.  Human society,
after all, arises out of the inclination to engage others as free-
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standing points of view – as an expression of human sociability
and its concomitant instinct to overcome egocentrism.  The
difference between absolutist and totalitarian states, however,
concerns only egoism:  unlike the absolute sovereign, who might
happily serve only her own interests, the totalitarian state insists on
promoting an other-regarding (and perhaps even impartial) ideal.
And insofar as the totalitarian renunciation of egoism, borrowing
its form from the sectarian morality that it adopts and serves,
remains entirely egocentric, totalitarianism inherits all the defects
of its absolutist cousin.

Finally, it is important to distinguish this account from
more familiar arguments against totalitarianism which, however
great their force where they apply, proceed in the wrong modality
to sustain any general objection to totalitarianism, in all its forms.
To be sure, totalitarianism as it has actually existed in the world
has tended (in almost every case) to abandon impartiality entirely:
totalitarian vanguards have tended either to become kleptocrats
(whose professed sectarian ideals serve only to camouflage purely
self-regarding conduct) or to become chauvinists (whose egoism is
kept in check only by a shared malevolence towards some
excluded group). These tendencies have (rightly) contributed to
totalitarianism’s poor reputation in conventional political thought.
But totalitarianism’s tendencies to produce self-dealing or
chauvinistic vanguards invoke its political psychology rather than
its normative structure, which remains perfectly consistent with a
vanguard’s fidelity to a genuinely impartialist sectarian moral
ideal.  And the familiar arguments therefore address perversions of
totalitarianism rather than its normative core.

The present argument, by contrast, never invokes
totalitarianism’s tendency to abandon impartiality, and it therefore
applies even when a totalitarian vanguard, overcoming the political
psychology described above, manages honorably to direct its
efforts towards promoting a genuinely impartial concern for all its
subjects’ good.  (Here note the parallel to the last chapter’s
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argument against absolutism, which also applies no matter how
noble the ends that the absolute sovereign pursues.)  Even when it
pursues impartial ends, totalitarian politics quite generally deprives
all but the vanguard of any independent say in politics and
therefore undermines citizens’ sociability.  And the argument
against totalitarianism therefore applies even to the most benign
and idealized totalitarian politics (just as the earlier argument
against absolutism applies even when the absolute sovereign
happens to pursue his subjects’ common good).

Achieving the good of society, including even in its
transcendental form, therefore requires rejecting totalitarianism
(including even in its idealized, impartial form) alongside
absolutism.  And with this rejection, the second step towards true
toleration has been taken.




